
 Try your 
hands at
FORTUNE PAI 
GOW POKER

How to play, the payouts, and more.



1 Place your bet.

2  The dealer deals you seven cards, face down.

3  Pick up your cards, and split them 

into two separate poker hands—one hand of 

five cards (the “back” or the “high” hand), and 

one hand of two cards (the “front” or “low” 

hand). Your five-card hand must have a higher 

poker rank than your two-card hand.

4  Compare your hands to the banker’s. To win, 

both of your poker hands must be higher in 

value than the banker’s corresponding hands. 

5  If only one of your two hands is better than the 

banker’s, it’s a push (a tie). If neither of your 

hands are better, you lose.

HOW  
TO PLAY 



SIDE BETS AND BONUS
Fortune Bonus 
A side bet that pays if any combination of your 

seven cards creates a poker hand listed on the 

payout table, regardless of how you set your 

hands in the basic game.

Envy Bonus 
If any player at the table gets a four of a kind 

or higher, the envy bonus is paid out to everyone 

who made a fortune bonus bet of $5 or more.

PAYOUTS
If both of your hands beat the banker’s corresponding 
hands, you win even money. If you bet $10, you win $10.

If only one of your hands beats the banker’s,  
it’s a push. You keep your original bet.

If neither of your hands beats the banker, you lose.

Each player’s winnings—and the net winnings of the 
banker—are subject to a five percent commission,  

which is collected by the dealer.



Progressive Bonus Side Bet 
The Progressive Game is an optional $1 side bet 

wager that is made at the same time as the basic 

game wager. Any combination of seven cards 

dealt that create a poker hand qualifying for the 

Progressive Game wins the bonus regardless of 

the outcome of the basic game.

QUALIFYING HANDS FORTUNE 
BONUS

ENVY 
BONUS 
PAYOUT 

7-card Straight Flush no Joker 8,000 to 1 $5,000

Royal Flush Plus Royal Match 2,000 to 1 $1,000

7-card Straight Flush with Joker 1,000 to 1 $500

Five Aces 400 to 1 $250

Royal Flush 150 to 1 $50

Straight Flush 50 to 1 $20

Four of Kind 25 to 1 $5

Full House 5 to 1 N/A

Flush 4 to 1 N/A

Three of a Kind 3 to 1 N/A

Straight 2 to 1 N/A

Fortune and Envy Bonus Payouts

WINNING HANDS PROGRESSIVE PAYOUT
7 Card Straight Flush 100%

Five Aces 10%

Royal Flush 500 for 1

Straight Flush 100 for 1

Four of a Kind 75 for 1

Full House 4 for 1



DOUBLE  
THE FUN
Fortune Pai Gow Poker is played using 
a deck of 52 cards, plus one joker. 
The joker can be used only as an ace, 
or to complete a straight, a flush, 
or a straight flush. To win, you must 
beat the banker’s hand.



Tim
e

HAVE OTHER 
QUESTIONS?
Ask a GameSense Advisor at the 

casino, visit  
or call 1-866-815-0222. 

Playing more doesn’t mean you’ll win 
more. If you add it all up, you might lose 
more than you win.

Money Spent

http://gamesense.com
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